THE RIGHTS OF THE CONSUMER
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INTRODUCTION

This book has a number of audiences: the general public and the student of the law as it affects the consumer.

The aim of the book is to outline the rights of the consumer when entering into a transaction with a seller of goods. Many people do not know their rights when encountering problems at the point of sale or after. What, for example, are your rights if goods turn out to be unsuitable or substandard and the seller refuses to let you have your money back or generally try’s to tell you that there is nothing that can be done.

There are three legal systems in the United Kingdom: English Law, which covers Wales as well, Scottish law and Northern Irish law. In practice there is very little difference between English law and Northern Irish law so reference throughout this book will be to English law. Scottish law differs significantly. Courts have different procedures and some laws are different. There will be a brief resume of Scottish law in chapter 16.

A main area which causes problems, and is always in the news, is that of consumer credit. At the current time, the Government has put forward a White Paper which seeks to impose a greater regulatory framework on all areas of consumer credit as it is feared that individual borrowing is reaching unacceptable levels.

Hire agreements are also covered along with the sale of unsafe goods. Food safety and general hygiene are also outlined.
The rights of the consumer are quite considerable and yet most of us live in complete ignorance of exactly what they are. The obligations on those who sell us goods generally are considerable, corresponding with consumer rights.

The primary purpose of this book is to educate the consumer and to empower that person by fostering an understanding of the responsibilities of the seller.

It is hoped that all will benefit by reading this book. The rights of the consumer are of paramount importance and it is one area where general education leaves a lot to be desired.